MAIN CHARACTERS

MALE:

PETER PAN - The eternal child who lives for adventure. Immensely charismatic and charming. A leader. Brave but doesn’t understand danger. Has the cruelty of childhood.

MICHAEL & JOHN DARLING - Lost Children. Wendy’s younger brothers. Embarrassed by her and keen to fight.

TOOTLES - Lost Child. A duffer and muddler who means well. Upper class.

NIBS - Lost Child. Brave and fearless. Also upper class.

HOOK - Pirate Captain. Old Etonian. Absolute cad. Would always want to do the honourable thing but never can, because he’s incapable of it. Driven. Cowardly.

SMEE - Pirate. First mate of the ‘Jolly Roger’. Appears genial but has a cruel and nasty streak. Sly.

MULLINS - Pirate. Tough. Rather slow to understand. West country


BATTLE & BOLLARD - Pirates. Two brothers who always agree with each other. Very big. Love fighting.


MEDICINE MAN - Red Indian. Frightening.

FEMALE:


WENDY DARLING - Very much the law-abiding head girl. Mother-figure. GReat believer in traditional standards. The opposite of Tinkerbell

TIGER LILY - Red Indian Princess. Very knowing and flirtatious. In love with Peter.


TWINS - Lost Children. Mirror each other in everything.


JAYNE - Wendy’s daughter. Up for adventure.

CECCO - Pirate. Italian. Short-tempered, vain, elegant, cruel. Italian accent

SKYLIGHTS - Pirate. Cabin-girl. Quick-witted and essentially good. Brighter than most of other Pirates.

MASON - Pirate. Ship’s sail-maker. Resents having to do all the needle and thread jobs. Resentful & gloomy

FOGARTY - Pirate. Lazy. Always trying to slope off and avoid work

COOKSON - Pirate. Ship’s cook. Terrible cook who everyone hates. Never stops eating

CHORUS:

NANNIES

RED INDIANS